
Lecture 4: The Scientific Method
Joey Huddleston (for Benjamin Graham)



Some Housekeeping

• For some of you, today is the first day of sections
• VKC 257, 12pm
• We’re going over empirical questions
• We’re discussing the homework

• Clickers
• Get them registered already



Reading Quiz

Slantchev’s article is mostly about:
a) Liberalism’s contribution to IR theory.
b) The benefits of quantitative research.
c) The role and characteristics of theory in IR research.
d) American foreign policy during the Cold War.
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Reading Quiz

Slantchev claims that theoretical assumptions should NOT:
a) Be tested empirically.
b) Contradict each other.
c) Be used to support previous research.
d) Come from observations.
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Reading Quiz

What general event does Slantchev use to discuss theory?
a) The Bretton Woods conference.
b) The formation of an international NGO.
c) The creation of a free trade agreement.
d) The outbreak of war.
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An Outline for Next Two Days

• Overview of the Scientific Method
• Good hypotheses are falsifiable
• What are empirical questions?
• How it helps us tackle wicked problems



The Slantchev Piece

• What did you think?



The Scientific Method is an Ongoing Process



Make Observations

• Descriptive
• What happens when and 

where?
• Way you observe is informed by 

way you think the world works
• Where wicked problems come 

in



Make Observations

• Important research happens here
• Ethnography, journalism, 

taxonomy
• Galapagos Island Finches



The Scientific Method



Interesting Questions

• Interesting
• Relevant
• Needs to matter

• Rooted in observation
• Needs to be specific
• Related to pattern



Empirical Questions

• Empirical Questions
• Connection to some observation
• “Objective” evidence

• People agree
• Sometimes this part is tricky

• Clarity in potential answers



Empirical Question Examples

Not Empirical Questions
• Which major is the best?

• Which state is the most 
beautiful?

• Should we build public 
housing for the homeless?

Empirical Questions
• Which major has the highest/fastest job 

placement?
• With which major do students report the 

highest satisfaction?
• Which state has the most coastline or 

topographical variation?
• Which state do tourists or residents 

report as the most beautiful?
• Do crime rates drop when the homeless 

are provided housing?
• Does homeless health go up when 

housing is provided?



IR Example

Not Empirical Question
• Should the US intervene 

against the Islamic State in 
Iraq and Syria?

Empirical Question
• Does humanitarian intervention 

increase or decrease civilian 
deaths?

• Does intervention prolong 
conflicts?

• Does intervention help/hurt 
citizens’ perception of intervening 
government or their own 
government?

• What causes states to intervene?
• Under what conditions?



Formulate Hypotheses

• Use your question
• Look for clues

• Previous and related literature
• Observations
• General theory



Formulate Hypotheses



Formulate Hypotheses

• Determine variables
• Independent and dependent

• Directionality
• “Increase” rather than “change”

• Specifics
• What population or kind of 

state?
• Under what conditions?



Falsifiability

• Hypotheses should be falsifiable
• Karl Popper

• If a statement is false, some observation can show it is
• “All swans are white”

• Observations (i.e. research) help us fail to falsify
• Observe 100 cases of 100 white swans; continue with theory
• 1 black swan → theory is falsified



Falsifiability

• vs. verification
• “No effect” should always be a possible answer

• Null hypothesis (no effect) is default
• Failing to reject the null is the best we get
• Don’t prove idea true, prove that it isn’t necessarily false



Falsifiability Examples

Unfalsifiable
• God controls the weather.

• That man is possessed by 
demons.

• The moon and stars cause 
depression.

Falsifiable
• Raindrops always form 

around dust particles or ice 
crystals.

• That man is under the 
influence of chemical 
substances.

• Abnormal levels of certain 
brain chemicals cause 
depression.



Why we test repeatedly



Testable Predictions

• Falsifiable hypotheses are 
testable hypotheses

• “If then” statements
• If another country intervenes in 

a civil war, then rebels recruit 
more easily.

• If a country takes in some 
number/percentage of refugees, 
its economy shrinks.



Testable Predictions

• State a null hypothesis
• H0: Foreign intervention will not 

affect recruitment rate of rebel 
movement.

• And an alternative hypothesis
• H1: Intervention will increase 

ease of recruitment.



Testable Predictions in IR

• Very difficult in IR, but still ideal
• We can’t experiment

• Ethics
• Only observe what nature gives us

• Try to control by comparing and 
aggregating

• Main point: You should be able to 
name something that could falsify 
your theory
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